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About This Content

Whitechapel, 1888, the ‘Autumn of Terror’. Twenty years after Evie and Jacob Frye have taken London from Templar control,
the city is plagued by a series of the most 5d3b920ae0
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I think the story of the DLC has been made up too early. So it could be fragile and lose the mystique whenever the identity of
Jack the Ripper is revealed. I'd prefer to witness the mysterious stories of the Headless Horseman and Sleepy Hollow in AC III
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and Rogue, which maintain the atmosphere, not give a too early conclusion to kill the possibilty of the story and suffer the risk
of being too historically false. It popped that the identity of Jack the Ripper has been revealed. No matter true or not, the news
ruins the story and makes new players hope and imagine: the news is untrue, or there can be a remedy.. I think the story of the
DLC has been made up too early. So it could be fragile and lose the mystique whenever the identity of Jack the Ripper is
revealed. I'd prefer to witness the mysterious stories of the Headless Horseman and Sleepy Hollow in AC III and Rogue, which
maintain the atmosphere, not give a too early conclusion to kill the possibilty of the story and suffer the risk of being too
historically false. It popped that the identity of Jack the Ripper has been revealed. No matter true or not, the news ruins the story
and makes new players hope and imagine: the news is untrue, or there can be a remedy.
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